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Aim

•Aim: a brief overview of several tools and

techniques of Russian (des)information operations

in Ukraine (Crimea and Donbass) in 2014-2015,

which is based on analyse of some empirical data.

•This paper was written by partially using

materials from our published article Information

Warfare as the Hobbesian concept of Modern

Times – Principles, Techniques and Tools of

Russian Information Operations in Donbass (H.

Mölder, V. Sazonov ) and is also based on some

analysis from our previous research.



• In research is also partly used materials

published in

• Sazonov, V.; Mölder; H. Müür K. (eds.) 2016.

Russian Information Warfare against the

Ukrainian State and Defence Forces: April-

December 2014. Riga: NATO Strategic

Communications Centre of Excellence, 2016.

• Müür, K.; Mölder, H.; Sazonov, V.; Pruulmann-

Vengerfeldt, P. Russian Information Operations

against the Ukrainian State and Defence Forces:

April-December 2014 in Online News. – Journal

of Baltic Security 2/1, 2016, pp. 28-71

• Sazonov, V.; Mölder; H., A, Saumets (eds.). The

Crisis in Ukraine and Information Operations of

Russian Federation, Military Scientist 2, 2016



Interviews

• Different Ukrainian experts from different spheres – e.g., officers

and retired officers from Ukrainian defence forces, analytics from

different and think thanks, media research, officials from ministries

and governmental organizations, different advisors, journalists,

volunteers from NGO-s and partly based on available open access

sources.

• Interviews were carried out by V. Sazonov, I. Kopõtin, K. Müür in

2015; and 2016 in Kyiv and in ATO region.

• I will mostly present some results based on analysis of interviews

done by our research group (Sazonov, Kopõtin, Müür).



In the sphere of StratCom, Russia has been preparing

for possible military conflict with Ukraine for some

years. Col. V. Gusarov pointed out:

The active phase of information war began in 2013.

We think that it began in July 2013 after the

presentation of President Vladimir Putin on the

celebration of 1025 years since the Christianisation of

the Kievan Rus. In his speech Vladimir Putin said that

Russia will never leave Ukraine, will be it in Europe

or in the Eurasian Customs Union.

RUSSIAN INFOWAR IN UKRAINE IN 2014



Gusarov also describes the situation concerning the Ukrainian

army as it was before 2014:

There was no army in Ukraine, because the army kept falling

apart. This is my personal opinion, because I served in the army

for a long time and I saw that not one of the presidents, not one of

the prime ministers, not one of the heads of national security have

done anything to support the army, and not only the army — the

whole security forces, militia, SBU, state emergence services —

they all were demoralized.



• LTCol. ret. D. Tymchuk, LTCol ret. J.

Karin, Col. K. Mashovets and Col.

ret. V. Gusarov from NGO

Information Resistance showed in

their book about Russian aggression

in Ukraine that Russian information

activity began already in the

beginning 1990s.

• The first phase from the beginning of

1990s till 2013 was a “preparatory

phase” and “informational sounding

(exploring) of situation”.
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• Tymchuk, Karin, Mashovets and Gusarov: since August until 

November 2013 there was a phase of “creation of informational 

lodgement” in Ukraine.

• It was followed by the next phase from December 2013 until 

February 2014, “phase of informational aggression” in Crimea 

and “rocking the situation on Donbass”. 

• The next phase began in March and ended in June 2014 – it was 

phase of “wide pressure of information”.



SOME EXAMPLES OF TOOLS and TECHNIQUES

•Pro-Russian insurgents of the Donetsk and Luhansk republics

actively created fake homepages and portals, which referred to

a false identity of the Ukrainian press centre of ATO (Anti-

Terrorist Operation).

•Cyber-attacks from Russia and separatist republics quite often

attacked the Ukrainian websites. Therefore, the Department of

Information Operations of the General Staff of Ukrainian Armed

Forces advised soldiers how to use the Internet and social

networks.

•The largest group at risk are younger soldiers, who have been

more active users of social media and therefore could

underestimate associated risks.

•Another problem was the lack of a legal framework that could

regulate the activities in the cyber space of Ukraine.



• Mobile phone operators were used as tools in

information campaigns against Ukrainian army.

• Panic and fear were widely spread via mobile phone

operators among Ukrainian people.

• The most widely used operator in the anti-terrorist

operations region is KyivStar, the control packet of

which belongs to Russian businessmen.

• Text messages with following content: e.g. “Soldier,

go home if you want to live”, “Welcome to the

territory of Donetsk People’s Republic”, “Your

generals are cowards and liars”, “Your commanders

have escaped, because they know that the war is

already lost”.
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Some other examples of SMS messages, sent via mobile phone to Ukrainian 

soldiers and officers: “Give up!” “You are betrayed!” “If you give up, than 

nothing happened with you!”, “Come to our side – will be peace and all will 

be fine!”, “You are execution squads and you will bear responsibility – run 

away!“ 

For example, when the battles were under Debaltsevo (in July 2014 and later, 

in January – February 2015) the strategy of calling or sending SMSes was 

used quite actively. During the intense phase of the battles, Ukrainian 

soldiers also received messages such as “your commanders have fled” or 

“the Ukrainian army will flee”, “your generals are cowards”.



• The role of separatist mass media in information

war was extremely high. Separatist’s information

channels, spread fear, showing that Ukrainian

army had huge numbers of losses, they

demonstrated Ukrainian prisoners of war in

Youtube

• The aim was to raise panic and mistrust among

mobilized soldiers against leaders of Ukrainian

army. With same purpose was published the

march of Ukrainian prisoners of war in Donetsk

in January 2015.
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LTC (ret.) Oleksiy Melnyk : 

Another strong message is to create panic and horror about 

mobilisation and other issues related to manning the army. The 

aim of such messages is to undermine morale of soldiers, their 

relative and society at large by repeated demonstration of 

bloodied and mutilated corps, scared and demoralised 

prisoners (Ukrainian solders) admitting their fault, beaten and 

shot in front of a camera. For example, a Day of Victory 

parade took place in Donetsk on 9 May 2014 where prisoners 

were publicly humiliated



„stories“

Stories traveled from one person to another. Stories were often telling that:

Militia does not want to cooperate with fascists from Kiev and that (Ukrainian) National Guard shot them

using tanks in the building of city administration; There were prepared 300 coffins in the city; There are

150 dead bodies in the building of city administration etc.

These rumors caused discontent and sometimes anger in citizens towards government of Ukraine.As an

example we can take the following dialogue:

Local people see Ukrainian soldiers, they approach and ask:

Local people: Were are you coming from?

Soldiers: From Zakarpattia.

Local people: But what are you doing here?

Soldiers: We are here to protect you.

Local people: We do not need your protection, go back where you came from.

(Interviews of I. Kopytin 2015)



EXAMPLES OF RUSSIAN PROPAGANDA



Summary

Russian IO-s are situational in nature, and make use of a wide variety of

information tools and different methods.

Russian propaganda machine is flexible and quickly adapts to new situations.

Although many information operations are spontaneous, they are clearly

derived from an existing bigger strategic plan.

Military operations against Ukraine were often integrated with information

operations. Russian arsenal of tools and techniques used in info campaigns

against Ukrainian army was in 2014-15 significantly wide.

Russia technically ensured that certain messages reached specific target

audiences in Ukraine, while others do not (by controlling TV and radio

towers, phone operators). Russian side (Kremlin and its organisations, spies,

pro-Russian separatistd) used a wide arsenal of tools and techniques for

influencing Ukrainian Armed forces.


